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Class 1:  Topics to be covered:- 

 Absolute Cell Referencing:  An absolute cell reference is created by the use of ‘$’ sign infront of the 

column letter and row number respectively (for e.g. if cell C6 is to be made absolute it would be 

written as $C$6).This type of cell  referencing is used to keep the value of a particular cell constant 

in a formula. 

Thus  a formula containing absolute cell addresses when copied and pasted in a different location, 

then the relative cell addresses will only get updated keeping the absolute cell addresses 

unchanged. 

Example: let the formula in cell D5 be  = C5 + A1 - $B$5. The formula when copied to  E6 will 

become =D6 + B2 - $B$5 

Similarly formula in cell A4= Sum($D$1: F1) when copied to C6 will become =Sum($D$1:H3). 

 Mixed Cell Referencing: It is a combination of relative and absolute cell referencing. In this kind of 

referencing either the column letter or the row number of a cell address is kept relative and the 

other is made absolute. A cell reference B$6 is an example of mixed referencing where the column 

letter is relative but the row number is absolute.   

Example: Let the formula in cell A2 be= B1 * $B$3 +$C2. In this formula all the three cell references 

show the three types of cell referencing. When this formula will be copied to cell B3 the new 

formula would be =C2 * $B$3 + $C3 

Similarly formula in cell A4= Sum($D1: F$1) when copied to B5 will become =Sum($D2:G$1). 

 

Follow the links for further explanation: 

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hMemc0INIjxdTWrpv0OQCAcFK3Upx61l/view?usp=sharing 

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_fTW_Ze3HcCPdFU6lCPAUWRIU3uyHBYJ/view?usp=sharing 

 

Online reference link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWiJASPiFvQ 

 

Class 2: Functions in MS-Excel 

 Definition : Functions are built-in formulas for specific numeric and non-numeric processing. They 

work on values passed to them known as arguments. Arguments can be data, the cells or range of 

cells. 

 Points to be taken care of while writing a function: 

i.Each function must begin with = sign. 

ii.Parenthesis or brackets are used to indicate the opening and closing of a function 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hMemc0INIjxdTWrpv0OQCAcFK3Upx61l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_fTW_Ze3HcCPdFU6lCPAUWRIU3uyHBYJ/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWiJASPiFvQ


iii.Agruments are written within the parenthesis. 

iv.Commas are used to separate the arguments. 

Syntax or format for writing a function is:- 

=Function name(Argument) 

e.g.:  =Sum(12,35,C3) 

the above fumction results in the sum of the values 12, 35 and the data in the cell C3. 

 List of some Functions  in MS-Excel 

i.Sum()= It calculates the sum of all the values present inside the parenthesis and returns the result 

in the cell in which the formula is written or in the active cell. 

Syntax: =Sum(value1,value2,………………) 

Argument type : Number 

Return type: Number 

ii. Average()=It calculates the average of all the values present inside the parenthesis and returns 

the result in the cell in which the formula is written or in the active cell. 

Syntax: =Average(value1,value2,………………) 

Argument type : Number 

Return type: Number 

iii.Product()=It calculates the product of all the values present inside the parenthesis and returns 

the result in the cell in which the formula is written or in the active cell. 

Syntax: =Product(value1,value2,………………) 

Argument type : Number 

Return type: Number 

iv.Quotient()=It divides the first value by the second value and results in the integer part of the 

quotient of the division in the active cell. 

Syntax: =Quotient(value1,value2) 

Where value1 refers to the dividend and value2 refers to the divisor of the division 

Argument type : Number 

Return type: Number 

 

Refer to the link below for detailed explanation and examples of the above functions. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jcr6V2BBqi07seGRu4pW4Xd_-OmX2u6Z/view?usp=sharing 

 

Homework: 

Given a formula in cell B13,    =$A$6-D8+Average(E8:$F10) 

Write the new formulas generated when the above formula copied and pasted to the following cells? 

i)A10    ii)D16     iii)C12 
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